Race Rules & Data Protection Statement
Rules
A] Organisers:
1. Objectives of the organisers: The Hoburne 5 Road Race shall be organised by competent
unpaid volunteers. Currently this is fulfilled by UKA trained and experienced race directors
appointed by Christchurch Runners. Sponsorship may be sought from ethically-minded
local businesses who share the vision of providing a positive community sporting event
open to all levels of ability. The race shall be a non-profit making event, with all surplus
money raised going to charity. Our intention is to promote participation from all groups in
an enjoyable and inclusive event that minimises the impact on the environment and is to the
benefit of the local community.
2. The Organisers reserve the right not to allow a Runner to participate for various reasons,
including but not limited to; late registration, inappropriate behaviour, unsuitable attire,
visually evident health issues that could reasonably be considered to affect their safety or the
wellbeing or of those in their vicinity.
3. The Organisers reserve the right to amend, postpone or cancel the event due to unforeseen
circumstances. We shall inform you if we intend to re-schedule and whether it will be
possible to transfer your entry fee to a rescheduled event (see Refund Policy below).
4. The entry fee charged shall reflect the race costs, and the intention to generate funds for the
nominated local charities. Discounted entry fee for UK Athletics members is required for all
UKA affiliated races. Charities shall be nominated and selected by a vote from all members
of Christchurch Runners. Free race entry shall be offered to a Guide Runner
accompanying a visually impaired runner, if notified during the race registration process.
B] Runners:
5. Runners are responsible for ensuring that their state of health is suitable to compete in this
event. It is the participant’s responsibility to seek medical advice if in doubt. Participation
will be at the participant’s own risk.
6. The security of all property and belongings remains the responsibility of the owner. The
organisers and race hosts cannot be held responsible for any loss or damage due to
participation in this race.
7. Waste should be placed in suitable bins or brought to the finish for disposal. Bins are
provided at the water station and are available in the start/finish area. Runners dropping
litter on the course is against the positive environmental intent of the race and they may be
disqualified.
8. By taking part, all runners and volunteers confirm that they are happy that their image may
be included in any photos or video footage that may be used to publicise the event, unless
specifically declared in writing to the race organisers before the event, when every
endeavour will be made to crop, edit or filter out images from publicity material. These
photos are never sold to commercial entities for profit. As runners’ names may be traced to
their photos via their runner number, our race results do not show the runner’s number.
9. Registration will open at 09:30 on the day of the event. Runners are be required to attend
registration to collect their numbers before the race.
10. Runners MUST observe the Highway Code at all times. Changes to the Highway Code
from 29 January 2022 mean motorists should now expect to give way to runners, but the
advice of marshals should be followed by runners, for their safety and to minimise the
effcects of the race on the local community.
11. Runners MUST NOT use any form of headphones during the event as this distraction may
cause a runner not to hear instructions that relate to their safety. This applies to runners
wearing earphones or headsets or similar, whether wired, wireless, in-ear or bone-
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conducting while participating. Runners who need to use devices that are recognised as
hearing aids should inform the race organisers before the race to prevent disqualification.
12. Any runner withdrawing from the event at any time after Registration MUST notify the
Organisers via a race Marshal before leaving. Our race numbers are handed out on the day
so that we are able to know if runners have not returned. We would be diverting
considerable resources to find missing runners and ensure their welfare if you did not notify
us that you have withdrawn.
13. The race benefits from the backing of the main governing body in the UK for Road Running
and therefore all competitors, including those who are not affiliated to the UKA, must
observe the UK Athletics rules of competition as apply on race day.
Details of current UK Athletics Rules are found on the uka.org.uk website
These race rules are subject to English law and jurisdiction.
Disclaimer:
By participating in this event you accept these terms and conditions of entry and acknowledge
that Christchurch Runners has no responsibility or liability for any loss or damage to your
belongings. You also acknowledge and accept that Christchurch Runners will not be liable for
death or personal injury unless it is caused as a direct result of Christchurch Runners’
negligence.

Refund Policy
We do not normally refund any competitor the costs of their entry.
It is the intention of the race organisers to proceed with the race on the published race date unless
there is significant justification not to; for instance, due to significant safety risks being identified
that cannot be mitigated, instruction from the landowners (whose permission is required for the race
to take place), or from other organisations whose instruction to cancel would be reasonably
expected to be followed (e.g. emergency services, BCP, central Government, Governing Body (UK
Athletics) or Dorset Road Race League (our local UKA Affiliated running club race organising
community)).
Where the race cannot proceed on the intended race day, the organisers will exercise their best
endeavours to reschedule the race to happen shortly afterwards, assuming the issue(s) preventing
the race taking part on the intended day can be resolved within our resource constraints If a runner
cannot attend a rescheduled event their race entry may be made available for another runner by
contacting the race organisers. An email will be sent out to all registered participants detailing how
such a transfer may be requested. If another applicant is found, the original applicant may chose
either to donate their race entry to the benefit of the race charities, else claim an equivalent amount
in compensation (based on race entry fee less reasonable administrative costs).
If the race cannot be rescheduled within a month of the original intended date, the race will be
cancelled and the money received from applicants and sponsors, after reasonable costs, will be
provided to the race charities. These monies may not be transferred until the accounts for the race
year have been finalised. Reassurance of this may be provided via our race website, which
normally shows our race accounts summarising the money received and where it all goes.
Charities normally provide a letter in acknowledgement of receipt which will also be shared via the
race website, if received.
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Data Protection
Introduction:
Our race will comply with the Data Protection Act 2018, the UK
implementation of the General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR).
This statement includes our policy as it affects competitors, Marshals and
the event organisers (Christchurch Runners).
Other organisations performing specific duties at the race must comply
with their own data protection policies in relation to the data they are
provided to conduct their duties. The event organisers assess the data
protection measures of all other organisations involved with the race as
part of the selection process.
It is our intent to minimise the risk of any data breech. This policy
explains how we protect and keep secure your personal information.
(see www.gov.uk/Data-protection)
1. What is the purpose of this document?
The Race Organisers (we/us) are committed to protecting the privacy and security of the personal
information we hold on competitors and staff involved with the race, both past and present.
This “Privacy Notice” describes how we collect and use personal information about you, as an
individual (Data Subject), during and after your participation with our race, in accordance with the
General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) which came into force on 25 May 2018.
The legal basis upon which we rely to hold and process your data is the submitted race entry form
or undertaking for providing services for the race, in accordance with the GDPR.
For the purposes of the GDPR the Race Committee has appointed an officer as a “data controller”.
This means that we are responsible for deciding how we hold and use personal information about
you. We are required under data protection legislation to notify you of the information contained in
this privacy notice.
This notice applies to people entering our races since 2018 and all volunteers engaged with our
events. This notice does not form part of any contract of employment or other contract to provide
services. We may update this notice at any time. However, if we do so we will issue a
communication via our race website.
This is the overarching Privacy Notice in relation to your involvement with us. However, to ensure
transparency and compliance we may at times issue additional notices in relation to any processing
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which may not have been in contemplation of you and us when we entered into contract with you,
so that you are aware of how and why we are using such information.
2. Data Protection Principles
We will comply with the GDPR and relevant data protection law. The GDPR says that the personal
information we hold about you must be:
• Used lawfully, fairly and in a transparent way.
• Collected only for valid purposes that we have clearly explained to you and not used in any way
that is incompatible with those purposes.
• Relevant to the purposes we have told you about and limited only to those purposes.
• Accurate and kept up to date when you inform us of changes (see section 13).
• Kept only as long as necessary for the purposes we have told you about.
• Kept securely.
3. The kind of information we hold about you
Personal data, or personal information, means any information about an individual from which that
person can be identified. It does not include data where the identity has been removed (anonymous
data).
There are “special categories” of more sensitive personal data which require a higher level of
protection.
At any time during your relationship with us, we will collect, store, and use some or all of the
following categories of personal information about you:
• Personal contact details such as name, title, addresses, telephone numbers, and personal email
addresses.
• Date of birth.
• Gender.
• Next of kin and emergency contact information.
• Unique Runner Number (as provided or sourced via UK Athletics).
• Details of race fees paid/received
• Entry and Race date.
• Role and organisation or volunteers.
• Photographs, Video footage we generate and other information obtained openly through publicly
available electronic means such as social media and the local press
• Information about how you first heard about the race.
• Safety related data
We may also collect, store and use the following “special categories” of more sensitive personal
information:
•Information about your health, including any medical condition that may be needed by First
Aiders or medical practitioners during the period of the race and the post-race activities
• Details of any injuries sustained while with us.
4. How is your information collected?
We collect personal information, sensitive or otherwise, through the race entry process or
directly from candidates.
5. How we will use information about you
We will only use your personal, or sensitive personal information in the following circumstances:
1. Where we need to perform essential tasks involved with the event.
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2. Where we need to comply with a legal obligation.
3. For welfare related activities we need to process your “special category data” for the “purposes of
preventive or occupational medicine, for the provision of health or social care or treatment or the
management of health”. This processing is also subject to conditions and safeguards specified by
relevant nursing and medical professional bodies.
6. Situations in which we will use your information
From time to time we may need any or all of the categories of information listed above.
Primarily this allows us to perform our obligations with you for your safety and well-being and to
enable us to comply with our legal obligations. In some cases we may use your personal, or
sensitive information to pursue legitimate interests of our own or those of third parties (e.g. health
care professionals), provided your interests and fundamental rights do not override those interests.
The situations in which we will process your personal, or sensitive information are listed below.
• Making a decision about your state of health with regard to the need for risk mitigation
• Determining the roles that are suitable for you to volunteer for.
• Gathering evidence for possible legal hearings.
• Making decisions about your participation.
Some of the above grounds for processing will overlap and there may be several grounds
which justify our use of your information.
If you fail to provide information
If you fail to provide certain information when requested, we may not be able to allow
participation, or we may be prevented from complying with our legal obligations (such as to
ensure the health and safety of our team and our competitors).
Change of purpose
We will only use your personal information for the purposes for which we collected it, unless
we reasonably consider that we need to use it for another reason and that reason is compatible
with the original purpose. If we need to use your personal information for an unrelated
purpose, we will notify you and we will explain the legal basis which allows us to do so.
Please note that we may process your personal information without your knowledge or
consent, in compliance with the above rules, where this is required or permitted by law.
7. How we use particularly sensitive information
”Special categories” of particularly sensitive personal information require higher levels of
protection. We need to have further justification for collecting, storing and using this type of
personal information. We have in place an appropriate policy document and safeguards
which we are required by law to maintain when processing such data. We may process
special categories of personal information in the following circumstances:
1. In limited circumstances, with your explicit written consent.
2. Where we need to carry out our legal obligations or exercise rights in connection with your
.participation
3. Where it is needed in the public interest
Less commonly, we may process this type of information where it is needed in relation to
legal claims or where it is needed to protect your interests (or someone else’s interests) and
you are not capable of giving your consent, or where you have already made the information
public. We may also process such information about Staff in the course of legitimate business
activities with the appropriate safeguards.
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Our obligations
We will use your particularly sensitive personal information in the following ways:
• We will use information about your physical or mental health, or disability status, to ensure
your health and safety throughout the event
Do we need your consent?
We do not need your consent if we use special categories of your personal information in
accordance with our written policy to carry out our legal obligations or exercise specific rights in
the field of employment law. In limited circumstances, we may approach you for your consent
(written or verbal) to allow us to process certain data including sensitive data. If we do so, we will
provide you with full details of the information that we would like and the reason we need it, so that
you can carefully consider whether you wish to consent.
You should be aware that it is not a condition of your participation with us that you agree to any
request for consent from us.
8. Information about criminal convictions
Not applicable
9. Automated Decision Making
We do not envisage that any decisions will be taken about you using automated means, within the
current general understanding of this term (e.g. the term Automated Decision would not include
combining data from different sources to make decisions determining the race result and affiliations
to teams or age/ gender categories).
However, we will notify via updating this policy and publishing it via our Event website(s) if this
position changes.
10. Data Sharing
We receive automated race entry details from a third party service provider, RunBritain who are a
trusted athletics resource who treat race entry information according to their own data privacy
policy.
Once supplied to us, your race entry details are not stored online or shared with any third parties
with the exception of Medical Services Provider who may require personal details in the course of
treatment or follow-on responses. They will only process your personal information on our
instructions and they are subject to a duty of confidentiality.
11. Data Security
Once supplied to us by RunBritain, your race entry details are not stored online or shared with any
third parties with the exception of Medical Services Provider who may require personal details in
the course of treatment or follow-on responses. They will only process your personal information
on our instructions and they are subject to a duty of confidentiality. In addition, we limit access to
your personal information to only be available to those who have a legitimate need to know.
Your name and race performance are published online, but to prevent any other of your personal
information accidentally being posted online we have introduced safeguards when preparing the
race entry list and the race results.
We believe we have therefore put in place appropriate security measures to prevent your personal
information from being accidentally lost, used or accessed in an unauthorised way, altered or
disclosed.
We will notify you and any applicable regulator of any confirmed or suspected breach.
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12. Data Retention
How long will you use my information for?
We will only retain your personal information for as long as necessary to fulfil the purposes we
collected it for, including for the purposes of satisfying any legal, accounting, or reporting
requirements. In general this is only for the purposes of ensuring the safest possible conditions (e.g.
by keeping at hand any medical details that we have been made aware of) and compiling race
results, where age, gender, Club and the Athlete URN code (if applicable) are provided to identify
the results of each competitor.
The address and email and other contact details as provided by competitors is retained for the
purposes of notifying race information (e.g. pre-race instructions, possible event cancellation or
rescheduling, changes in conditions of participation) and for contacting next of kin should any
incident arise.
Competitors email contact details are retained for the year of the race in order to notify
provisional results (that they can be checked for errors to be corrected). This email asks the
competitors to opt-in for notifications of future races.
Unless during this period an athlete has entered into a dispute with the organisers, all personal data
relating to their application is erased, with the exception of the name, club, race category and
Athlete URN as published in the race results.
Similarly other volunteers and organisations who assist us with staging this event will have their
contact details removed from our database unless they chose to opt-in. However we do retain
anonymous business email addresses for organisations who have supported the race to allow us to
request feedback and contact them again for involvement in future events. Our database will
remove these contacts only where expressly requested.
In some circumstances we may retain anonymised information – edited so that it can no longer be
associated with an individual, for instance to show the age, geographical, club affiliation or other
such demographic of the race.
Anonymised data may include data from Competitors that supports other deductions being made
(e.g. the oldest runner in our race was aged 92, and their identity could be deduced to determine a
specific individual’s year of birth). Where it is expressly requested that data is to be removed from
our records their residual data would not be presented for such a deduction to be attributed back to
an individual from our data records.
Known Exceptions:
Where your data may be held for longer periods are by other organisations (e.g RunBritain, First
Aid providers) who must operate in accordance with their own Data Protection policy. Also our
race website may be hosted by an Internet Service Provider whose data storage and back-up facility
may not be able to correct or erase all traces of data, notably that held off-line, following our
request for correction or deletion of your data. Where data is restored from back-ups we will
endeavour to make all corrections again prior to restoring the race database.
13. Rights of Access, Correction, Erasure and Restriction
It is your duty to inform us of changes
It is important that the personal information we hold about competitors and other parties
involved with our event is accurate and current.
Rights in connection with personal information:
Under certain circumstances, by law those whose data we hold have the right to:
• Request access to their personal information.
• Request correction of the personal information that we hold.
• Request erasure of your personal information.
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If a Data Subject wants to review, verify, correct or request erasure of their personal information
they must contact the club via club@christchurch-runners.org,uk
What we may need:
We may need to request specific information to help us confirm an Athlete’s identity and ensure
their right to access the information held in our database is valid. This is another appropriate
security measure to ensure that personal information is not disclosed to any person who has no right
to receive it.
14. Your Rights
In the limited circumstances where a Data Subject may have provided consent to the collection,
processing and transfer of their personal information for a specific purpose (although no such
instance currently applies), they have the right to withdraw consent for that specific processing at
any time.
To withdraw consent, please contact the club via club via club@christchurch-runners.org,uk
Once we have received notification that consent has been withdrawn, we will no longer process the
information for the purpose or purposes originally agreed to, unless we have another legitimate
basis for doing so in law.
15. Data Protection Management Team
We have established a Data Protection Management Structure by appointing members of the race
committee with duties of ensuring data protection measures are adequate. The responsibility
ultimately rests with the Race Director.
16. Changes to this Privacy Notice
We reserve the right to update this privacy notice at any time. We may modify the policy about the
processing of personal information during the preparation stages for each year’s race, which may be
after some data for that race year has come in. Under these circumstances any material change that
is not widely publicised in the public domain will be notified to all competitors who have registered
under the preceding policy’s terms.
If you have any questions about this privacy notice, please contact the club via
club@christchurch-runners.org,uk
Or you can contact the Information Commissioners Office on: casework@ico.org.uk
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